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Section 2: Using the VitalMonitor Software Programs 
 
 

The VitalMonitor and VitalStore programs 
 
These two software programs have different functions.  

VitalMonitor is used to receive all live data for monitoring and is where one or many patients 
can be simultaneously monitored. 

VitalStore is a program to view all previously recorded and stored information.  
 
 
 

The VitalMonitor program 
 
Launch the VitalMonitor program by  

a) Clicking on the VitalMonitor icon on the desktop, OR 
b) Clicking Start, All programs, Vetronic Services Limited, VitalMonitor  

 
The program opens to show a monitoring screen. The screen will look something like figure 1 
 
 

 
 
Note: If this is the first time the program has been run then there will be no patients in the 
Patient Monitoring List. 
 

 

Figure 1 
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Monitoring a Patient – Setup Procedure 
 
The processes needed to begin monitoring a patient are: 
 

1) Add a patient to the Patient Monitoring List 
2) Add a monitoring device to the patient  
3) Configure the device 
4) Display the incoming data 

 
These processes will now be described in detail. 
 

Add a patient to the Patient Monitoring List 
 
Use the toolbar menu Edit/Add Patient 
OR, Right click in the Patient Monitoring List panel and choose Add Patient. 
A Select Patient Dialog box appears. 
 

 
 

Adding Information about the Organisation, Client and Patient 
 
Any patients already in the database will be listed; otherwise the panels will be empty apart 
from the Root directory on the left hand side. All entries to the database should be made under 
the Root level.  The Root entry holds the information relating to your practice or organisation. 
Right-click on the word Root in the left hand panel and choose details from the menu that 
appears.  
 
A new dialog box appears that has three tabs. The first tab is the General tab which holds your 
organisation’s name in the ’Company’ edit box.  If this is not correct or has not been filled in, 
then complete it now. This can be edited at any time through the Practice Management Editor 
(PME). The PME is reached by choosing Edit / Practice Management Editor from the toolbar 
menu, or right-clicking in the Patient Monitoring List.  

Figure 2 
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Adding the Organisation’s Logo 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Address and Contact tabs are where your organisation’s details should be entered. These 
details are used on any forms that are generated in the VitalStore software. These details only 
need to be entered once.  If you have a logo that you would like displayed on the automatically 
generated reports, click on the Change Logo button and select your company or organisation’s 
logo.  
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If the patient is not already in the database it will need to be added.  
 

Adding Folders, Clients & Patients 
First of all create a new Folder by selecting Root and then clicking on the new folder icon on the 

right hand side  A new folder appears on the right hand side, called by default New Folder 
and is highlighted. Start typing straight away to replace this name with your own choice – e.g. 
“Chase Holt Main Surgery” or “Chase Holt Imaging Cases”. When this folder has been created 
select it in the left hand panel by clicking on it.  
 
 

Next, click on the client icon   on the right hand side to add a client to the new folder. The 
default name for this is Client and will appear highlighted. Start typing to replace this client with 
your own client’s name. At this stage or at anytime the information relating to this client can be 
added. Right-click on the new client in the left hand panel and choose details. A dialog box 
appears that allows you to save Address and phone number information in the Address and 
Contact tabs respectively.  
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Once a client has been entered, select that client in the left hand panel and then click on the 

patient icon   to enter a new patient name. The default name for this is Patient, which will be 
highlighted, so start typing to replace this with your required name.  
Now the patient has been added to the database it can be selected and added to the Monitoring 
List ready for attaching devices. Also at this time or at any other time, Patient details can be 
entered by right-clicking on the patient and choosing the Details option. In the dialog box that 
appears, choose the Details tab and enter information on Breed, Age, Sex, weight and any 
patient-specific notes.  
 
 

Adding the Patient to the Monitoring List 
To select a patient, navigate to the client and the patient, click on the patient in the right hand 
panel and then click Select. The patient will appear in the Patient Monitoring List 
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Add a monitoring device to the patient  
 
Click on the configuration tab at the bottom of the screen to show the configuration window 
 

 
 
Click on the Edit button in the Devices panel to open the Device Assignment dialog box 
On the left of this panel is an Available Devices panel. On the right is a Current Patient Devices 
panel. Any device that is connected to a patient will be listed in the right hand panel. If there are 
no devices listed in the Available Devices then either they are already in use or they need to be 
installed. To install new devices see the section on “Preparing Devices for Use with the 
VitalMonitor Software” in the “Getting Started with VitalMonitor” section of this manual. 
 
 

 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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Figure 4 shows a device being assigned to Rover. In this example it is a Demo IRMA device. To 
assign a device, click on the device and then drag it to the right hand panel, OR click on the 
Add-> button 
 

 
 
The device is assigned to Rover and is no longer available in the “Available Devices” panel. To 
remove a device click on the <-Remove button or drag the device back to the Available Devices 
panel 
Click “Done” when all the devices have been assigned to return to the main Configuration 
Window 

 

Configure the monitoring device  
 
In the Devices panel (1) of the Configuration Screen (2) click on the device to show its trace 
and properties. In figure 6 the Demo IRMA device is selected and is displaying the CO2 
waveform 
 

 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

2 

1 
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In the right hand panel, called Device Configuration is a collection of attributes for the selected 
device. These attributes allow the following settings to be made: 
 
Device Alarm Limits e.g. Upper Heart Rate alarm 
Device Units e.g. Centigrade/Fahrenheit 
Trace attributes e.g. Height, Speed, Fill or Line 
Sound attributes e.g. Beep ON or OFF for a device 
Any device-specific attributes 
 
The specific setup information for each device is described in detail in the device’s own section. 
For example, for full information on the configuration of the IRMA device see the section “IRMA 
Breath Monitor device” 
 
 

How incoming data is handled in the MultiMonitor software 
 
Data saving for a patient begins automatically after the following: 
 

1) A new patient is added to the Patient Monitoring List and has devices attached to it 
2) The Program is started with patients already in the Patient Monitoring List 

 
Note that if a recording is stopped and devices added or removed, Recording will not begin 
automatically once the device configuration has changed.  

You will need to click on the Stopped icon   to begin recording again.  

Whilst recording, the icon is then displayed as  
 

Sessions in MultiMonitor 
All recordings are grouped into Sessions. A Session is a collective of the data associated with a 
patient, from its attached Devices. A Session is ended when the recording is stopped. Even if 
recording is begun again immediately, a new Session will be created.  
Sessions are identified in the Practice Management Editor by an icon consisting of a white 

cross on a green background  
By grouping recordings into Sessions, procedures can be performed on the data collectively 
such as creating an Anaesthetic Record Chart.  
 

Stopping and Starting Recording 
Recording of data is patient-specific. If you stop recording data for one patient then there is no 
effect on the recording of data for another patient.  
When you stop recording, either explicitly by clicking on the appropriate Recording button, 

 or indirectly by exiting the program, you will be offered the choice of Saving the 
data or Discarding the data. If you choose to Save the data, you have the choice of saving all or 
some of the recordings.  
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In this case, Patient(2) has 4 devices 
attached and there are therefore 4 record 
files.  
 
To save all of the files, accept the default 
settings and click on Save.  
 
To save only some of the files, clear the 
tick boxes for the files that you do not want, 
then click on Save.  
 
To erase all of the files recorded in this 
Session, click on Discard All.  
 
To go back to the program without any 
changes and continue recording, click 
Cancel. 

 
 
Note that if you exit the program whilst recording several patients, all of the patients and their 
files will be presented in this dialog box for selection. 

 

Viewing the Recorded data 
 
At any time during a recording, the collected data can be viewed using the VitalStore software 
program. The VitalStore software can be launched from the VitalMonitor program in a couple of 
ways: 
 

1) Use the Tools / Launch VitalStore menu from the main toolbar menu 

2) Click on the blue heart icon in the toolbar below the main menu options   

 
This will launch and open the VitalStore software for viewing, where the patient file can be 
located and the file opened. This can be done even while a patient recording is being made.   
See the VitalStore Software operating manual for full details.  
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The Practice Management Editor (PME) 
 
The Practice Management Editor is an editor that allows viewing and editing of data associated 
with all levels of the database tree. At the start of this manual you set up the Practice 
management tree by adding a Practice Folder and then clients and then patients associated 
with these clients. The PME allows information on all those levels within the tree and 
information on associated data to be examined. To open the PME use the toolbar menu and 
select Edit / Practice Management Editor. Or, right-click in the Patient Monitoring List panel and 
choose Practice Management Editor.  
A dialog box appears that shows the hierarchy of your Practice Management Tree 
 

 
 
Clicking on different levels of the tree on the left hand side shows the information associated 
with that level in the right hand panel. For example, in the above dialog box the Session for 
Patient (2) has been selected. The right hand panel shows four data recordings that are in red. 
The red colour indicates that these recordings are currently active. Use the mouse to right-click 
on one of the recordings.  
Another dialog box appears that has two tabs, a General Tab and an Events tab. The General 
tab describes the name and status of the recording. The Events tab lists the manual or 
automatic events associated with that file.  
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Viewing Recording information for a particular file 
 

 
 
In this example, there are 2 manual events. Clicking on an event shows the description of the 
event in the lower box. This event can not be edited, which is why the writing is shown on a 
grey background. 
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Viewing Information for a recording Session 

 
Select a Session by clicking on it and then right-click and choose details.  
 
 

 

 

 

The new Dialog box shows information on all aspects of the session. 
 
 
The General Tab has information on the name, time and date of the recording.  
 
The Patient tab as shown here holds information about the patient. This information needs to 
be completed if it is to be used in the automatically generated Anaesthetic Record chart. This 
Patient information can also be accessed directly by selecting a patient and right-clicking.  
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Anaesthetic Record information 
 
The Anaesthetic record tab is an input tab for entering information concerning the patient. This 
information will be used to generate the Anaesthetic Record chart in the VitalStore software 
program.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
The two remaining tabs are the Events and the Log tabs.  
The Events tab holds all the manually entered events, such as notes added during a procedure, 
as well as any automatic events such as the loss of a signal.  
The Log tab holds information about a recording session that relate to the Session as a whole 
rather than to a particular device. Such information consists of times when devices are added or 
removed from a patient, or the starting/ending of a session.  
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Displaying the incoming data 
 
Now that a patient has been added to the monitoring list and a device selected from the 
available devices and the attributes of that device configured, the full monitoring data for that 
animal and device is now available. 
 
There are two further main windows for viewing the incoming data for most devices. These are 
the Monitor Screen window and the Multi patient window. For 6-lead ECG devices there is a 
third window called “ECG diagnostic” that allows ECG data to be viewed in a number of 
different ways. 
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The Monitor Screen Window 
 
This window shows all of the monitoring devices attached to a patient. Devices can be made 
visible or invisible by means of the icons at the top of the window. Figure 7 shows a monitoring 
window for Rover 
 
 

 
 
 
In the top right hand corner is a list of the instruments attached to Rover, displayed as a row of 
icons. Each icon behaves as a button enabling that device to be displayed on the screen or 
hidden. Devices still retain all their functionality and can respond to alarms even when hidden. 
The Monitor Screen window is just as it says, a monitor window. To change the appearance of 
any device, you need to go back to the Configuration Window. 
 

Figure 7 
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Multi Patient Window 
 
 
This window allows more than one patient at a time to be monitored. Patient details and 
monitoring information are shown for each patient in the Patient Monitoring list.  
 

 
 
 
For each patient there is a row of icons showing the attached devices. Clicking on any of these 
icons shows the appropriate data in the patient window. Figure 8 shows the Respiratory Monitor 
data for Rex and the ECG data for Rover.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 
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In figure 9 the monitoring data for Rover has been changed to the IRMA CO2 data, whilst the 
data for Rex is unchanged. Rex is however showing a period of Apnoea as indicated by the text 
on the right of the trace AND in the Patient Monitoring List. 
 

 
 
 
The ECG Diagnostic window is described separately in the section on “Viewing the ECG data in 
the ECG Diagnostic window” 
 
 
 

Figure 9 
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Devices and their attributes 
 
There are a number of devices available for use with the VitalMonitor software suite. At the time 
of writing of this manual they are: 
 
MultiMonitor 6-Lead ECG Device 
MultiMonitor Single-Channel ECG Device 
Sapphire ECG monitor (single lead) 
Sapphire Plus ECG monitor (single lead OR 6-lead) 
Pulse-Oximeter Device 
IRMA Breath Monitor device 
Invasive Blood Pressure Device 
Respiratory Monitor Device 
Dual Temperature Device 
 
Due to the modular nature of the system, new devices can be added at anytime as and when 
they become available. Check the Vetronic Services web site for information on available 
devices www.vetronic .co.uk or www.vetronic services.com  
 
Each device has specific attributes and properties and these are detailed in the following 
sections.  
 

MultiMonitor 6-Lead ECG Device 
 
This device is the 6-lead ECG monitor fitted to the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit 
 

 
 
 

Figure 10 
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Figure 10 shows the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit with fitted ECG module. 
This ECG module produces diagnostic quality ECG’s suitable for interpretation and analysis in 
the VitalStore program. It is also compatible with our add-on ECG3 Analyser software for dogs 
and cats. The use of the ECG module in the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit is described in full in 
the VitalStore MultiMonitor ECG Module section of this manual in section 1B. 
 

Setup for receiving a real-time ECG signal from the MultiMonitor unit 
 
There are two ways to receive real-time ECG data from the MultiMonitor unit: By USB cable or 
by the optional fitted Bluetooth(R) module. If using the USB cable, ensure that the cable is 
connected to the MultiMonitor unit at the back of the unit and to the laptop or PC that is running 
the VitalMonitor software. Note that the maximum length of USB cable that can be used is 
defined in the specifications section of this manual. Then make sure that the output device is 
set to “CABLE” on the MultiMonitor unit.  
If using the Bluetooth module, the output device on the MultiMonitor unit must be set to 
“RADIO” and the Bluetooth receiver must be connected to the laptop or PC that is running the 
VitalMonitor software. 

For setting the appropriate Data Output see the section on DATA O/P in “GENERAL SETUP - 

Configuring the setup of the main unit” in the VitalStore MultiMonitor Operating Manual. 
 
To view ECG data recorded on the USB stick by MultiMonitor, see the section “Importing ECG 
data” in the VitalStore program section. 
Once the MultiMonitor has been set up to send the ECG data to the VitalMonitor program, the 
6-Lead ECG device must be assigned to a patient for viewing. See the earlier section on 
“Monitoring a Patient – Setup Procedure” for information on this process. 
 

Viewing 6-Lead ECG Data 

 
Once the 6-lead ECG device has been assigned to a patient there are 4 possible windows in 
which to view the incoming data: 
 
The Configuration window 
The Monitor Screen window 
The Multi Patient window 
The ECG Diagnostic window (only available if a 6-lead device is attached to that patient) 
 
Common to all of the above windows is the toolbar that sits just below the window menu 
options. This toolbar has the functions shown  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Figure 11 
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1: Full Screen. Enlarges the VitalMonitor window to full screen mode. To return to normal view, 
go to View/ Full Screen 
 
2: Reveals the Side Bar or Patient Monitoring List if it has been hidden. No action otherwise. 
 
3: Alarm Silence button. This button turns alarm beeps ON or OFF. Note that if alarm beeps are 
turned OFF using this button and the “Silence 60s” button is pressed in response to an alarm, 
then at the end of the 60 second period the alarm beeps will be re-instated, i.e. turned back 
ON. 
 
4: Instrument Beep Silence button. This button turns instrument beeps ON or OFF. This 
overrides any setting made in the Configuration window and silences all monitoring beeps.  
 
5: Launches the VitalStore program to view recorded data 
 
6: Record button. Turns recording of data ON or OFF for the selected patient. By default, all 
data is recorded from the start of any monitoring session. It can be turned OFF here at any 
time. Turning the recording feature OFF will prompt a request to save or discard the data 
already recorded.  
 

 
 
Use the tick boxes to select the files to be saved and then click on the “Save” button. If none of 
the files are wanted then click on the “Discard All” button. Click cancel to abandon the request 
to stop recording.  
 
7: Freeze button. Freezes the traces in the Monitor Screen and Multi Patient Screen. The 
recording and monitoring functions are unaffected and data in the ECG Diagnostic and 
Configuration Screens continue as normal. Click the button again to resume the trace display.  
 
The Configuration window for a 6-lead ECG device is described next. 
 
 

Figure 12 
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Configuration Screen 
In this screen the entire way that the ECG device behaves is controlled. Figure 13 shows the 
configuration screen for the demo 6-lead ECG attached to Rover 
 

 
 
 
If there is no trace visible click on the device in the Devices panel.  
 

Device Configuration 
In the Device configuration panel there are 4 tabs: HR Alarms, Filter, Trace and Sound. Each 
tab controls a specific feature of the device. 
 

HR Alarms 
There are two main alarms for the ECG device- an upper heart rate alarm and a lower heart 
rate alarm. The tab shows that there is an Enabled tick box for each alarm. There is, in addition, 
an Enabled tick box for an approach alarm. For a full explanation of the features of Alarms, see 
the section “Alarms and how they work in VitalMonitor” 
 
Enable the alarm by placing a tick in the Enabled box next to the parameter to be monitored 
and enter the value in the Limit and/or the Approach box. 
 

 

Figure 13 
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Filters 
There are no filters in the ECG hardware. This is intentional as it allows all the raw data to be 
collected by the VitalMonitor program. VitalMonitor is designed to monitor heart rates of up to 
600 bpm and at these rates even a simple 50Hz notch filters will seriously distort the ECG 
signal. Once collected all ECG data can be filtered using variable digital filters, allowing full 
control over the degree of distortion allowed. The behaviour of the digital filter applied to the 
incoming signal is controlled in the filter tab. 
 

 
 
Here there are two types of filter that can be applied – Low pass or Notch. It is also necessary 
to turn on the Digital Filter by placing a tick in the “Digital Filter On” box.  
 

Notch Filter characteristics 
The characteristic of a Notch Filter is that it only removes a specific range of frequencies from 
the signal. Frequencies both above and below the Notch Filter frequency will be left unaffected. 
In this case the particular frequency of the Notch Filter is mains frequency – 50 Hz (or 60Hz for 
USA customers). When a Notch Filter is applied to a signal it is possible to virtually eliminate 
noise caused by mains interference, with little effect on the underlying signal. Typically R-waves 
will not be reduced in height or character. The exception to this is birds where the r-wave 
duration is around 20mS, the same duration as one cycle of 50Hz mains.  
The software allows the application of a Notch Filter at 4 different levels. Each level applies a 
greater filtering effect so level 4 has a much greater filtering effect than level 1.  
 

Low Pass Filter characteristics 
The characteristic of a Low Pass Filter is that it allows frequencies up to a set point to be 
passed but not frequencies above that. A Low Pass filter can be used to reduce mains 
interference in the same way that a Notch Filter can but in this case there will be noticeable 
attenuation of the high frequency components of the ECG complex, typically the R-wave. There 
are 2 main reasons for using a Low Pass Filter rather than a Notch Filter 

1) The interference is not just mains based, for example muscle movement artefact.  
2) A Notch Filter would remove frequencies that are specifically wanted. This occurs 

typically when the r-wave duration is of the same order of duration as the mains 
frequency – 20mS in Europe and 17mS in the United States.  

A Low Pass filter can be used quite effectively to remove muscle tremor artefact. In the same 
way as the Notch Filter can be applied at different levels, so can the Low Pass Filter. There are 
20 levels of filtering available for the Low Pass Filter.  
 

Figure 14 
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Trace 
The trace tab is used to change the appearance of the ECG trace  
 

 
 
The options in the Trace tab are: 
 
Amplitude –Adjust the size of the displayed ECG by moving the slider up or down 
Shift – adjust the position of the ECG trace on the screen by moving the slider up or down. 
Trace Speed – Adjust how quickly the ECG trace passes across the screen.  
Colour – set the colour of the ECG trace and its associated numbers  
Display – A drop-down box that enables the selection of any one of the six ECG limb leads for 
display as the monitoring trace.  
Show Grid – an ON/OFF feature that either shows or hides a standard ECG grid on the ECG 
trace screen.  
 

Sound 
The sound tab has a single option – to select beeps from ECG or not. 
 

 
 
If the “Beep On Heart Rate” box is selected (ticked) then there will be a beep associated with 
every detected R wave. This will remove any beeps associated with another device attached to 
that patient. See the section on “How Beeps are managed in VitalMonitor” for a full explanation. 
 
  

Figure 15 

Figure 16 
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Viewing the ECG data in the Monitor Screen window 
The Monitor Screen Window is used to view each device that is attached to the patient. The 
patient’s name appears at the top of this window. Also, depending on the settings in the  
ECG configuration panel, there may be information on the Lead type and the type and level of 
any filter applied. If the ECG grid is selected this will appear in the monitoring window. The 
values to the right of the ECG trace indicate the detected heart rate and a heart symbol flashes 
in the top right hand corner of the trace every time an R-wave is detected.  
 

Viewing the ECG data in the Multi Patient window 
The Multi Patient window is used to view the incoming data from several patients at once. The 
trace in this window has the same appearance as in the Monitor screen window, although it is 
always reduced to one fifth window height. If more than 5 patients are being monitored at once, 
use the scroll bar on the right hand side to see out-of-view patients. 
 

Viewing the ECG data in the ECG Diagnostic window 
The ECG Diagnostic Window allows the viewing of an ECG in various formats. In its simplest 
form the ECG can be viewed as a single full-screen trace or it may be viewed as a 
simultaneous display of all 6 limb leads. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Single Lead II trace selected 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6-Limb lead trace selected 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To control the view, use the traces drop-down menu and select the view required.  

Figure 17 

Figure 18 
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The trace options are: 
 

Traces: 1-6  View 1,2,3,4,5,or 6 traces of a single lead on the screen (Use the Lead option 
drop-down list to change the lead displayed in this single trace option.) 
 

Traces: 3 Leads  View leads I,II and III simultaneously  

Traces: 6 Leads  View Leads I,II,II,aVL,aVR and aVF simultaneously 
 
 
The sweep speed and gain of the ECG can be changed using the blue vertical and horizontal 
arrows between the Lead option drop-down list and the Traces option drop-down list.  Note that 
these controls do not change the appearance or speed of the ECG in the monitoring or multi-
patient windows. 
 
The instantaneous (beat-to-beat) heart rate of the displayed ECG is shown at the bottom of the 
ECG Diagnostic screen after the text “Monitoring ECG”. Also shown here is the level and type 
of any filtering, if applied. An averaged heart rate is shown in the ECG Trend window. See the 
section on the “Trend window” below for more information on averaged data. 
 

Grid option 
There is also a grid option that toggles between showing a background grid and no grid. The 
grid button is located on the toolbar to the right of the Traces option drop-down list.  
 
 

 

 

Lead option drop-down 
list 

Traces option drop-down 
list 

Grid button 

Figure 19 

Figure 20 
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The Analyser button 
The Analyser button captures the last 5 minutes of ECG data freezes it and places it in a new 
window above the incoming ECG trace. This new Analyser window allows the scrutiny of recent 
ECG data and has its own set of size and speed arrows to the left of the Analyser window. On-
the-fly measurements can also be made on the ECG in the Analyser window by dragging the 
mouse over the region to be measured. The X: and Y: boxes in the left hand panel of the 
Analyser window show the vertical and horizontal displacement of the drawn rectangle. In this 
manner, heights and durations can quickly be assessed. A grid can also be applied to the ECG 
in the Analyser window as a quick reference guide.  
On the top right hand side of the Analyser window is a trace option drop-down list which allows 
any of the 6 limb leads to be shown in the Analyser window. A scroll bar to the right of the 
Analyser window controls the position of the trace vertically in the window and a horizontal scroll 
bar allows moving through the data. The time shown in the bottom left hand corner of the trace 
is the actual time of the ECG in view and relates to the left starting point of the screen. If the 
grid is enabled then time divisions from that starting point are marked out across the bottom of 
the window. 
 
The Analyser window can be displayed either by clicking on the Analyser button or by double-
clicking anywhere in the ECG trace window. Similarly the Analyser window can be hidden by 
clicking the Analyser button again or by double-clicking anywhere in the ECG trace window, 
The Analyser window shares the space above the ECG trace window with the Trend window. 
Only one of these windows can be shown at a time. 
 

The Trend window 
The ECG Trend window in the ECG Diagnostic screen shows the heart rate over time as a 
trend graph. Also in the top right hand corner of this Trend window is a heart rate in beats per 
minute. This displayed heart rate may be averaged over time between 1 and 10 seconds and 
this averaging method is applied to the whole of the trend data. To access the options for the 
Trend window, right click anywhere in the trend window and select “Options” in the pop-up 
menu.  The following dialog appears:   
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The upper panel of the dialog box allows the background and trace colours for the Trend 
window to be set. There are two lower panels, one for changing the averaging period and one 
for changing the upper limit of the Trend window.  
Averaging: the averaging process looks at the average heart rate over the selected period. For 
example, with 10-second averaging the heart rate is calculated every second based on the last 
10 seconds of data. This gives a slow response to rapidly changing heart rates. With 0-second 
averaging, the beat-to-beat value is shown, i.e. there is no averaging.  

 
The amount of data displayed in the Trend window can be altered. Right-click anywhere in the 
Trend window and select “Timebase” from the pop-up menu. This provides a number of options 
of different time periods to display in the Trend window.  The time period selected represents 
the most recent period of data. For example in a an ECG recording that has been running for 
45 minutes, the ’10 Minute’ option will show the most recent ten minutes of data, whereas the ‘1 
Hour’ option will show all of the data.     

 
The Trend window can be hidden or revealed using the Trend icon in the toolbar at the top of 
the screen. 
 

 
Viewing the heart rate in the Trend Window 
By holding down the left mouse button and dragging the mouse across the Trend window a 
vertical yellow line appears that has a text bubble associated with it. This text bubble shows the 
heart rate at that point in the trend data.  
 

Figure 21 
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The Pulse-Oximeter Device 
 
The Pulse-Oximeter Device is a modular device that can be assigned to a patient for monitoring 
pulse rates and arterial blood oxygen saturation levels. The Pulse-Ox device is a module fitted 
to the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit.  
 
To view Pulse-Ox data in the VitalMonitor software you will need the following: 
 

� A Pulse-Ox module fitted to VitalStore MultiMonitor 
 

� A connection to the PC via either a USB cable or a Bluetooth Wireless link  
  See the MultiMonitor Operating Manual for connection details 
 

� A Device called Pulsox installed in the VitalMonitor software 
  see “Preparing Devices for use with the VitalMonitor Software” in the “Getting 
  Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

� The Pulsox Device assigned to a patient 
  see the section “Add a monitoring device to the patient” in this manual or in the 
  “Getting Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

 In the picture below the (Demo ) Pulse Ox module has been assigned to Rover and is 
displaying the waveform in the Configuration window.  
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Also in the configuration window is the Device Configuration panel that holds the Device 
attributes such as alarm settings, trace size and colour. This Device Configuration panel is a 
common feature to all Devices. The options associated with each device will vary but all setup 
parameters associate with a device will be found in this panel.  
 

 
 
Alarms can be set for a low saturation level and for high and low heart rates. These alarms also 
have optional approach alarms. To set an alarm, make it enabled by setting a tick in the 
enabled box and then enter the value. For full information see the section “Alarms and how they 
work in VitalMonitor” in this manual. 
In the Trace tab the size of the trace is controlled by the Amplitude control, the sweep speed by 
the Trace Speed control and any vertical shift by the Shift control. The colour of the trace can 
be changed using the colour button and the colour palette.  
 

 
 
The Sound tab contains a single option, to derive audio beeps from the detected pulse. Each 
detected beep will produce a beep from the PC. This beep is played through the sound card so 
the volume can be controlled by the PC volume control. See also the section on “How Beeps 
are managed in VitalMonitor” later in this manual. 
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Recording the Pulse Ox Module Data 
As soon as a Pulse Ox module is assigned to a patient and data is received by the software, a 
file will be automatically created and data saved. At the end of a recording session this data can 
be kept and stored linked to the patient or it can be discarded. A recording session will end 
when either the Recording button is pressed or if the device is removed/un-assigned from a 
patient. The option will always be given to save or discard the data. 
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The IRMA Breath Monitor Device 

 

 

Important Note:  
 
The IRMA mainstream multi-gas probe is intended 
to be connected to a patient breathing circuit for 
monitoring of inspired/expired gases of patients in 
intensive care, anaesthesia and emergency care. It 
is not intended to be used as the only means of 
monitoring a patient. It shall always be used in 
combination with other vital signs monitoring 
devices and/or professional human judgements of 
patient condition. The IRMA multi-gas analyser is 
intended to be used by trained and authorised 
veterinary professionals only. It is not intended to 
be used in outdoor transport applications such as 
in cars or in aircrafts.   
 
The IRMA Breath Monitor device is an in-line, mainstream monitor for monitoring inspired and 
expired gases. There are several versions of the IRMA monitor and this will dictate which trace 
options are available. The options are:  
 
IRMA ICU - This unit can monitor CO2 and Oxygen 
IRMA CO2 - This unit can monitor CO2only 
IRMA OR - This unit can monitor CO2, Oxygen, and 5 Agents (HAL,ENF,ISO,SEV,DES) 
IRMA OR+   This unit can monitor CO2, Oxygen, N20, 5 agents with automatic agent I.D. 
IRMA AX+  - This unit can monitor CO2and 5 Agents 
 
For small animals the IRMA monitor can be fitted in line with the endo-tracheal tube. For horses 
or other large animals a mainstream adaptor is required.  
 
The IRMA device is a module fitted to the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit.  
 
To view IRMA data in the VitalMonitor software you will need the following: 
 

� An IRMA module fitted to VitalStore MultiMonitor 
 

� A connection to the PC via either a USB cable or a Bluetooth Wireless link  
  See the MultiMonitor Operating Manual for connection details 
 

� A Device called IRMA installed in the VitalMonitor software 
  see “Preparing Devices for use with the VitalMonitor Software” in the “Getting 
  Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

� The IRMA Device assigned to a patient  
  see the section “Add a monitoring device to the patient” in this manual or in the 
  “Getting Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
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For a full description of how to setup and use the IRMA unit with VitalStore MultiMonitor, see 
the IRMA Breath Monitor section of the “VitalStore MultiMonitor Operating Manual” 
 
In the picture below the (Demo) IRMA module has been assigned to Rover and is displaying the 
waveform in the Configuration window.  

 

 
 

 
Also highlighted is the Device Configuration panel that holds the Device attributes such as 
alarm settings, trace size and colour. This Device Configuration panel is a common feature to 
all Devices. The options associated with each device will vary but all setup parameters 
associated with a device will be found in this panel.  
 
There can be up to 4 sub devices with each IRMA Device. These sub devices are for CO2, O2, 
N2O and Agent. Clicking on each sub-device in the Devices list will change the attribute tabs in 
the Device Configuration panel.  
 

The Device Configurations for IRMA CO2 are: 
Inspired Alarms, Expired Alarms, Respiratory Rate Alarms, choice of Units (mmHg, % or kPa), 
Trace options, Sound options and a Setup option  
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The Device Configurations for IRMA O2 are: 
Inspired Alarms, Expired Alarms, Respiratory Rate Alarms,Trace options & Sound options 
 

The Device Configurations for IRMA N2O are: 
Inspired Alarms, Expired Alarms, Respiratory Rate Alarms,Trace options & Sound options 
 

The Device Configurations for IRMA Agent are: 
Inspired Alarms, Expired Alarms, Respiratory Rate Alarms,Trace options, Agent Option & 
Sound option  
In the Agent option tab there is a list of the agents that the device can detect. The effect of 
changing the selected device depends upon the connection between the PC and the 
VitalMonitor unit:  

Direct USB Cable: The PC will automatically change the device selected on the VitalStore 
MultiMonitor. The Agent name will be updated on the VitalStore MultiMonitor screen. This can 
take 1-2 seconds to update. 

Bluetooth Wireless Link: This will have no effect on the selected device in the VitalStore 
MultiMonitor. To change between agents when using the wireless link you must make the 
change on the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit only.  
 
The alarm settings follow the standard format for alarms. These alarms also have optional 
approach alarms. To set an alarm, make it enabled by setting a tick in the enabled box and 
then enter the value. For full information see the section “Alarms and how they work in 
VitalMonitor” in this manual. 

 

The IRMA Setup Options 
 A special tab in the IRMA CO2 Device Configuration is the Setup tab. This offers three options 
for the configuration of the device as a whole.  
 

Time to Apnoea: This controls the IRMA apnoea alarm. For safety reasons there is no option 
to disable the Apnoea alarm and if the IRMA device is attached to a patient then an alarm will 
sound if the patient does not breathe within the time set by this control. The minimum time is 20 
seconds and the maximum time is 240 seconds or 4 minutes. If the device is not in use and the 
Apnoea alarm continues to sound, remove the assignment of the device from the patient. Do 
this via the Edit control in the Configuration Window.  
 

Self Test: This button will send a command to the IRMA unit to perform a self test. Do this only 
if instructed to do so by someone from Vetronic Services technical support team as a diagnostic 
measure.  
 

Zero: This button will perform a re-calibration or zeroing of the IRMA unit when connected to 
the VitalStore MultiMonitor by a USB cable. Only perform this function when asked to do so by 
the Windows program or when indicated by the following conditions: 
 

1) A repeated “Gas Concentration out of Range” error message that appears when 
measuring room air and is not cleared by disconnecting and re-connecting the IRMA 
device.  

2) Incorrectly reported high Inspiratory CO2 concentrations 
 

ALL CALIBRATION MUST BE DONE WITH THE UNIT IN FREE AIR AND NOT WHILST 

CONNECTED IN A PATIENT CIRCUIT 
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To perform this procedure do the following: 
 

1. Remove the IRMA unit from any patient circuit so that it is sampling room air.  
2. Fit a new Airway Adaptor to the IRMA unit and wait for the LED to turn GREEN 
3. Click on the “Zero” button. The following warning appears: 

 
 

 
 
Press “Yes” only if the preceding instructions have been followed. The unit will then be zeroed 
and re-calibrated.  
 
Note that on newer versions of the IRMA probe there is a mandatory 15 minute warm-up period 
before a calibration procedure can take place.  
 
 
As an installed device associated with a patient, the IRMA data will appear in the Monitor and 
Multi-Patient windows. Click on the Breath Data icons (CO2, O2, N2O or AG)  in these windows 
to show the data.  
 
In the same manner as any device attached to a patient, data is always recorded as soon as 
the device is attached and starts sending data to the software. At the end of a monitoring 
session this data can be saved or discarded as required. Saved data will be available to view in 
the VitalStore software, saved under the client and patient details with a file name incorporating 
the time and date of the recording.  
 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE 
 

When issuing command such as zero or self-test to the IRMA module, the VitalStore 

MultiMonitor unit must be connected by a USB cable. Commands cannot be sent to the 

unit using the wireless Bluetooth link. 
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The Invasive Blood Pressure Device 

 
The Invasive Blood Pressure Device is a modular device that can be assigned to a patient for 
monitoring Systolic, Diastolic, Mean Arterial Pressure and pulse rates in animals. The module 
can also be used in a static mode to monitor the instantaneous pressure of a vessel or fluid as 
in central venous pressure, CSF pressure or intra-bladder pressure. The Invasive Blood 
Pressure device is a module fitted to the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit.  
 
To view Invasive Blood Pressure data in the VitalMonitor software you will need the following: 
 

� An Invasive Blood Pressure module fitted to VitalStore MultiMonitor 
 

� A connection to the PC via either a USB cable or a Bluetooth Wireless link  
  See the MultiMonitor Operating Manual for connection details 
 

� A Device called Blood Pressure installed in the VitalMonitor software 
  See “Preparing Devices for use with the VitalMonitor Software” in the “Getting 
  Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

� The Invasive Blood Pressure Device assigned to a patient 
  see the section “Add a monitoring device to the patient” in this manual or in the 
  “Getting Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

In the picture below, the (Demo) Invasive Blood Pressure module has been assigned to Rover 
and is displaying the waveform in the Configuration window.   
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Also highlighted is the Device Configuration panel that holds the Device attributes such as 
alarm settings, trace size and colour. This Device Configuration panel is a common feature to 
all Devices. The options associated with each device will vary but all setup parameters 
associated with a device will be found in this panel.  
 

Configuring the Invasive Blood Pressure Module 
The configuration options for the Invasive Blood Pressure module are:  
 

Systolic Pressure: High and Low alarms with optional approach alarms* 

Diastolic Pressure: High and Low alarms with optional approach alarms* 

Mean Arterial Pressure: High and Low alarms with optional approach alarms* 

Heart Rate: High and Low alarms with optional approach alarms* 

Trace: Set the amplitude of the trace, the sweep speed of the trace and the offset or shift of the 
trace. Using the amplitude and shift controls it is possible to fit just the waveform portion into 
the viewing window for maximum viewing ability. 

 Zero: This is the zero option for the IBP module. Once a patient has an arterial line 
placed, the blood pressure sensor should be zeroed by placing the actual sensor unit at the 
level of the patient’s heart and then clicking on the zero button. From this point all pressure 
values are referenced to this zero point.  

 Colour: Use this control to change the colour of the trace and figures for the IBP 
module.  

Sound: Use this option to enable beeps on every detected pulse-wave. Note that this will 
override any previous beep selection.  

Setup: This option provides the choice of either Pulse or Static measurements. Use the radio 
button to indicate how the Blood Pressure Module is to behave. When the Static mode is 
chosen, a further configuration tab becomes available – the Pressure tab.  

Pressure: This tab allows configuration of High and Low pressure alarms with optional 
approach alarms* 

 
* The alarm settings follow the standard format for alarms. These alarms also have optional 
approach alarms. To set an alarm, make it enabled by setting a tick in the enabled box and 
then enter the value. For full information see the section “Alarms and how they work in 
VitalMonitor” in this manual. 
 
Note that there are more tabs than fit in the top row of tab options. Use the arrows at the right 
of the Device Configuration panel to reveal the hidden tabs.  
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Once the Blood Pressure device is configured to your requirements the data can be viewed in 
the Monitor and Multi-Patient screen in the normal way.  
 

Averaging of the Systolic, Diastolic and Mean values  
The 3 values (Systolic, Diastolic & Mean) for the blood pressure waveform are averaged over 4 
samples. This means that it can take up to 4 samples or pulses to truly reflect a change in the 
measured value. This also means that at the start of a monitoring period the values may appear 
to climb during the first 4 samples and then stabilise.  
 
 

Recording the Invasive Blood Pressure Module Data 
As soon as an IBP Module is assigned to a patient and data is received by the software, a file 
will be automatically created and data saved. At the end of a recording session this data can be 
kept and stored linked to the patient or it can be discarded. A recording session will end when 
either the Recording button for that patient is pressed or if the device is removed/un-assigned 
from a patient. The option will always be given to save or discard the data.  
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The Dual Temperature Device 
 
The Dual Temperature Device is a modular device that can be assigned to a patient for 
monitoring two temperature values and the difference between them, referred to as the delta 
value. The Dual Temperature Device is a module fitted to the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit.  
 
To view Dual Temperature Device data in the VitalMonitor software you will need the following: 
 

� A Dual Temperature Device module fitted to VitalStore MultiMonitor 
 

� A connection to the PC via either a USB cable or a Bluetooth Wireless link  
  See the MultiMonitor Operating Manual for connection details 
 

� A Device called Temperature installed in the VitalMonitor software 
  See “Preparing Devices for use with the VitalMonitor Software” in the “Getting 
  Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

� The Dual Temperature Device assigned to a patient 
  see the section “Add a monitoring device to the patient” in this manual or in the 
  “Getting Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

In the picture below, the (Demo) Dual Temperature Device module has been assigned to Rover 
and is displaying the waveform in the Configuration window.   
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Also highlighted is the Device Configuration panel that holds the Device attributes such as 
alarm settings, trace size and colour. This Device Configuration panel is a common feature to 
all Devices. The options associated with each device will vary but all setup parameters 
associated with a device will be found in this panel.  

 

The Dual Temperature module has the following configuration tabs 
 

T1 Alarm: Set the upper and lower temperature limits for the first temperature probe*. 
Approach alarms can also be set. 

T2 Alarm: Set the upper and lower temperature limits for the second temperature probe* 
Approach alarms can also be set. 

Delta Alarm: Set upper and lower limits for the temperature difference between the two 
temperature sensors*  
Approach alarms can also be set. 

Options: Set the temperature units to either degrees Fahrenheit or degrees Centigrade 

Trace: This tab allows configuration of the trace appearance in the following manner: 

 Amplitude: Alter the size of temperature variations on the screen 

 Trace Speed: Change the speed at which data is drawn across the screen. Note that 
temperature data is updated only about once every second.  

 Shift: Changes the vertical position of the trace 

 Colour: Use this control to change the colour of the trace and figures for the Dual 
Temperature module.  

 Display: This is a drop-down control box that enables the selection of either the first 
Temperature probe, the second Temperature probe or the Delta values to be plotted on the 
screen.  

 
Once the Dual Temperature Device is configured to your requirements the data can be viewed 
in the Monitor and Multi-Patient screen in the normal way.  
 
 

Recording the Dual Temperature Module Data 
As soon as a Dual Temperature Module is assigned to a patient and data is received by the 
software, a file will be automatically created and the data saved. At the end of a recording 
session this data can be kept and stored, linked to the patient or it can be discarded. A 
recording session will end when either the Recording button is pressed or if the device is 
removed/un-assigned from a patient. The option will always be given to save or discard the 
data.  
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The Respiratory Monitor Device  
 

The Respiratory Monitor Device is a simple modular device that can be assigned to a patient for 
monitoring respiratory rates and apnoea times of animals.  Breath detection is by means of a 
temperature sensitive device (a Thermistor) that fits in line with a patient’s ET tube via a 15mm 
connector. The Respiratory Monitor Device is a module fitted to the VitalStore MultiMonitor unit.  
 
To view Respiratory Monitor Device data in the VitalMonitor software you will need the 
following: 
 

� A Respiratory Monitor Device module fitted to VitalStore MultiMonitor 
 

� A connection to the PC via either a USB cable or a Bluetooth Wireless link  
  See the MultiMonitor Operating Manual for connection details 
 

� A Device called Breath Monitor installed in the VitalMonitor software 
  See “Preparing Devices for use with the VitalMonitor Software” in the “Getting 
  Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

� The Respiratory Monitor Device assigned to a patient 
  see the section “Add a monitoring device to the patient” in this manual or in the 
  “Getting Started with VitalMonitor” manual. 
 

In the picture below, the (Demo) Respiratory Monitor Device module has been assigned to 
Rover and is displaying the waveform in the Configuration window.   
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Also highlighted is the Device Configuration panel that holds the Device attributes such as 
alarm settings, trace size and colour. This Device Configuration panel is a common feature to 
all Devices. The options associated with each device will vary but all setup parameters 
associated with a device will be found in this panel.  
 
 
 

 The Respiratory Monitor Device has the following Configuration tabs: 

 

Respiratory Rate Alarm: Set an upper or lower respiratory rate alarm * 
Approach alarms can also be set. 

Trace: Use this tab to set up the following attributes: 

 Amplitude: Set the size of the on-screen waveforms 

 Trace Speed: Set the speed at which the trace crosses the screen 

 Shift: Change the vertical placement of the signal in the trace window 

 Colour: Use this control to change the colour of the trace and figures for the 
Respiratory Monitor module.  

Sound: Enable this control for beeps on each detected breath. Note that this will 
override any previous beep selection.  

Setup: Set the time to Apnoea before an alarm sounds. This can be between 20 and 240 
seconds. For safety reasons there is no option to disable the Apnoea alarm and if the 
Respiratory Monitor device is attached to a patient then an alarm will sound if the patient 
does not breathe within the time set by this control. . If the device is not in use and the 
Apnoea alarm continues to sound, remove the assignment of the device from the 
patient. Do this via the Edit control in the Configuration Window.  
 

   
Once the Respiratory Monitor device is configured to your requirements the data can be viewed 
in the Monitor and Multi-Patient screen in the normal way.  

 

 

Recording the Respiratory Monitor Module Data 
As soon as a Dual Temperature Module is assigned to a patient and data is received by the 
software, a file will be automatically created and the data saved. At the end of a recording 
session this data can be kept and stored, linked to the patient or it can be discarded. A 
recording session will end when either the Recording button is pressed or if the device is 
removed/un-assigned from a patient. The option will always be given to save or discard the 
data.  
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Adding Events to the Data File 
Notes or events can be added to the incoming real-time data at any time. Some events are 
added automatically, such as when recording is stopped or started, but other events can be 
added manually. To add an event right-click in the trace area of the incoming data and then 
click on the Add Event option that pops up. A new Add Event dialog box appears. The default 
name is set to “New Manual Event” and the cursor is positioned in the Description edit box, 
ready for typing. Add any relevant text and change the name of the event if required before 
clicking the OK button. 

 

Viewing the Event List 
With the patient selected in the Patient Monitoring list (as shown by the yellow dot associated 
with that patient) Use the toolbar menu, View / Event List, OR  
Right-click anywhere in the Patient Monitoring List panel and choose “Event List for (Patient)” 
where Patient is the name of the patient being monitored. The whole event list for that patient 
will be displayed.  
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Alarms and how they work in VitalMonitor 

 
Alarms are a feature of nearly all monitoring equipment and are designed to provide an alert if a 
pre-designated parameter falls outside of a pre-set limit. For alarms to be useful they need to 
be selected and set up carefully and it is necessary for the operator to fully understand how the 
instrument handles and clears alarms. 
 
Alarms in VitalMonitor can be enabled (turned ON) or disabled (turned OFF) using the Device 
Configuration panel in the Configuration window. When an alarm is enabled the values in the 
Limit boxes for that alarm will be continuously compared with the actual measured value for that 
device and a response will occur if the alarm limits are breached. 
 

Self-Clearing Alarms 
All alarms in VitalMonitor are self-clearing. This means that if the cause of the alarm no longer 
exists then the alarm condition will be removed. For example if the heart rate as monitored by 
an attached ECG device exceeds the alarm limit of 120 the alarm sequence is activated. If the 
heart rate subsequently returns to less than 120 then the alarm will be cleared and the audible 
alert will stop.  
 

Alarms and Approach Alarms 

 
Once an alarm limit is reached an alarm will sound. Whilst this may be the desired response it 
would be nice if there were some unobtrusive indication that an alarm was imminent. This is the 
function of the Approach Alarms. When enabled, Approach Alarms silently indicate an imminent 
alarm by displaying the monitoring data in orange. Red is used for an alarm condition, so the 
orange text alerts the operator to the fact that the measured parameter is approaching the 
alarm condition. The approach limit can be set in one of two ways. It can be set as an absolute 
value, in the same manner as an upper or lower limit. Alternatively it can be set as a percentage 
of the upper or lower limit. 
 
 

 
 
 
To set a fixed Approach Alarm, click on the Enabled box, next to the desired Approach alarm 
and enter a value for the approach limit. For example, if the Upper Heart Rate Limit is set to 
120bpm, set the Approach value as 110 and make sure the tick boxes next to Upper Limit and 
Upper Approach are ticked (see label 1 on figure 22). 

1 

2 

Figure 22 
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To set an Approach Alarm as a percentage of the Limit, click on the tick-box in the Approach% 
panel and enter the desired percentage value. The appropriate Approach value will be 
calculated and placed in the Approach box (see label 2 on figure 22). A typical value is 10% as 
an approach percentage, although any value can be used. 
 

What happens when an alarm is activated? 
 
Alarms can be activated at two levels- an Approach Alarm or a Limit Alarm. The response in 
each case is similar. 
 

Activation of an Approach Alarm 
When a monitored parameter reaches or exceeds an Approach value but is still less than the 
Alarm limit then the following events occur: 
 

1) The measured parameter is displayed in orange text. 
2) An Approach alert occurs in the Patient Monitoring List. If this panel has been hidden 

then it will automatically be restored. The Patient that has the alarm condition will have 
the name area highlighted in orange.  

3) In the Configuration Screen a small yellow triangle is added to the appropriate tab and 
the tab is brought to the front 
 
In this example, a heart rate measured by the Pulse-Oximetry module has exceeded the 
Approach limit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The cause of the Approach Alarm is not 
automatically displayed. To view the cause, 
click on the yellow warning triangle next to 
the patient’s name. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 23 
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4) The patient being monitored is Hugo and the measured heart rate of 58 is in the 
approach band of the upper limit of 60 

           SpO2 HR: 58 -> (60) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5) There is no audible warning associated with 
an Approach Alarm. 
 
 

Activation of a Limit Alarm 
When a monitored parameter falls outside of the pre-set alarm limits and alarms are enabled 
for that parameter then a number of events occur to alert the operator. 
 

1) An audible alarm is sounded. This is a repetitive, one second alarm of a different tone to 
normal monitoring beeps 

2) The parameter that is outside the alarm limits is indicated in red on the monitoring trace. 
3) An alarm alert occurs in the Patient Monitoring List. If this panel has been hidden then it 

will automatically be restored. The Patient that has the alarm condition will have the 
name area highlighted in red along with the cause of the alarm. 

 
 
 

Figure 24 
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4) A yellow warning triangle appears next to the patient’s name in the Patient Monitoring 
List 
 In this example, a heart rate 

measured by the Pulse-Oximetry 
module has exceeded the alarm limit. 
The patient being monitored is Hugo 
and the measured heart rate of 58 
exceeds the alarm limit of 50:  

           SpO2 HR: 58 > (50) 
If the cause is not apparent then click 
on the yellow triangle to reveal the 
information. 

  
  
  
  
  
 

5) In the Configuration Screen a small 
yellow triangle is added to the 
appropriate tab and the tab is brought 
to the front 

 
 

 
This allows quick changes to be made to the appropriate alarm setting if necessary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Viewing the active Alarm List 
 

Figure 25 
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It is possible to see a summary of all alarm states using the View  /  Alarm List from the menu 
toolbar. Any active alarm and its causes are shown 
 

 
 

 

 

Responding to the alarm 
 
Alarms are self-clearing meaning that if the condition causing the alarm is removed then the 
alarm will stop sounding. If an alarm condition is persistent then the Silence option can be used 
to suppress the alarm audio output for 60 seconds, whilst the cause of the alarm is dealt with. 
 

 

 

Silence 60s 
If the Silence 60s button is clicked then the alarm condition will be ignored for the next 60 

seconds. Any new alarm event associated with a different device will still cause the alarm to 
sound but alarms from the silenced device are suppressed for 1 minute. During the 60 seconds 
of suppressed alarms, a counter in the main alarm icon shows the remaining seconds of 
suppressed alarms.  

 
 
Clicking on this countdown timer at any time clears the countdown time and cancels the 60 
second silence. 
 

Figure 27 
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How Beeps are managed in VitalMonitor 
 
VitalMonitor is capable of monitoring not only several items on a patient at once, but also of 
monitoring several patients at the same time. Each of these devices can have a beep 
associated with it. Since the PC monitoring all of these devices has only one output device it is 
necessary to follow some guidelines when selecting a device to beep. 
 
The rules used in VitalMonitor are: 
 

1) Only one device per patient can be selected to beep at any one time. This means that if 
beeps are selected for an ECG device, then any other device that was previously 
selected to beep will become de-selected.  

2) Beeps are only heard whilst the Monitor Screen or Configuration Screen is active and in 
addition, for ECG’s whilst the ECG Diagnostic screen is active. 

3) Device beeps are not audible when the Multi-Patient screen is active. 
 

All beeps are played using the PC soundcard so the intensity or loudness of the beep can be 
controlled by the PC volume control. 
It should be noted that if the PC Volume control is muted, no sounds will be heard at all – 
neither beeps nor alarms. 
Also, all beeps can be silenced using the Beep Silence icon at the top of the screen. There are 
two similar icons here, one for Alarm silencing (1) and one for Beep silencing (2). 
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